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A GENTLE REMINDER

#andolph Curwen had dabbled in the  

 occult for some time now. Well, once 

you’ve summoned a creature from the depths of the 

abyss to a now-charred portion of carpet in your 

living room, you are perhaps no longer just dab-

bling. So, let’s start over. 

Newly intermediate-level occultist Randy Curwen 

had just conjured a demon.

In truth, this wasn’t really the first time. Randy had 

brought something through just last week. “Some-

thing” is perhaps the best way to put it, as a full 

description might cause the average person to curse 

the gods for allowing such a maddening abomina-

tion to be. Not coincidentally, Randy had spent 

the next ten hours wrapped in his cape, twitching 

and muttering, “Something...it was...something,” 
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until hunger shook him from his stupor and drove 

him to Denny’s. Or rather, it drove him to call his 

brother Jeff, who then drove them both to Denny’s. 

Over Grand Slams, Randy told Jeff how he’d 

struggled to repel this Something from our world, 

eventually sending it back through a flaming rip in 

the fabric of reality via a hastily improvised maneu-

ver involving incense and a toilet plunger.

“Are you going to eat your ham?” replied Jeff. He 

had given up on lecturing Randy against trifling 

with unspeakable evil from an eldritch realm and 

had taken to selectively ignoring him instead.

Even Randy had to admit that a meal of eggs, 

bacon, sausage, and ham was tempting fate a bit too 

much. Jeff helped himself. 

“Y’know, Mom’s birthday is Thursday,” he said, 
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a hint of the old lecturing tone in his voice. “You 

should maybe get her a card or something?”

“Mmmyah…” replied Randy, absentmindedly 

arranging bacon and silverware into a makeshift 

pentagram. His mother had never expressed her 

disappointment to him directly, but a whole series 

of passive aggressive phone calls had followed each 

forgotten birthday. At some point, as a private joke 

with himself, Randy had changed Mom’s caller ID 

photo to the inverted, open hand of the hamsa, an 

occult symbol from the Middle East thought to ward 

off the Evil Eye. Unfortunately, it had not proven 

effective at warding off subsequent calls.

Randy had seen an intriguing item in the newspa-

per and convinced Jeff to drop him off at the park 

to chat with other sorcerers, but the Black Arts 

Festival turned out to be not what he’d expected at 

all. On the long walk back to his apartment, Randy 
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popped into a Kroger to get raw liver, sage, candles, 

and a box of Cap‘n Crunch.  When he passed the 

greeting card aisle, he remembered.

After considerable effort and a good bit of time 

spent sorting through row upon pastel row, he 

finally decided on a card with a photo of senior 

citizens, captioned to imply that they were up to 

some bawdy birthday shenanigans. Because those 

cards are always funny. 

His almost-cheerful feeling of semi-accomplish-

ment vanished in the express checkout line. The 

man in front of him clearly had more than fifteen 

items. Randy, seething with the rage of the mildly 

inconvenienced, knew a spell that would cause hor-

rific bleeding from the nipples and armpits, but he 

was waved over to another cashier and didn’t have to 

exact gruesome revenge. 

To clarify, he didn’t have to. But, he did anyway.
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Most people assume witchcraft is conducted in an 

arcane, forbidden tongue, but experts know that 

many languages of a certain vintage work just fine. 

One school of thought had held that the Sephirot 

could only be properly disrupted and manipulated 

with a spell in Hebrew. After letters from the Anti-

Defamation League that weren’t directly threaten-

ing but did bear the faint hint of litigious menace, 

the more prominent black magic scholars began 

to tiptoe around this theory. Latin remained a 

common favorite, but others worked in a pinch. 

Obviously, you aren’t going to summon an impres-

sive Thing That Should Not Be with contempo-

rary American English, but today in his apartment 

Randy had produced remarkable results merely by 

reciting aloud one of those “Hosephiah begat such-

and-such” King James Bible passages that no one 

ever really bothers reading all the way through. It 

could have been described, in the simplest terms, as 
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a scaly horned oozing tentacled goat-hooved winged 

giant eyeball thing. Conjuring: it’s just never what 

you expect. 

But today, at least, Randy was prepared. He swept 

the coffee table clean of assorted grimoires, the 

skull of a small fanged mammal, and a half-eaten 

bag of Bugles to uncover the .38 he’d swiped from 

Jeff’s glove compartment. Without hesitation, he 

pulled the trigger.

But nothing happened. Randy tried again. And 

again, nothing. He chalked this up to Jeff’s poor 

maintenance, but more likely, the blame rested 

on the fact that Randy had dipped the bullets in 

holy water, their greater supernatural effectiveness 

rendered moot by a failure on the level of rudi-

mentary science.

There was an awkward pause.  
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“We seem to have reached an impasse?” Randy’s 

attempt at projecting confidence was undercut by 

the insecure, middle-schoolish vocal uptick at the 

end of his statement.

“Weaargghulluh!” The demon, apparently, did not 

agree. This was no standoff; it clearly had the upper 

tentacle. A dripping, forked tongue began snaking 

out from the pupil of its yellow eye. At first, this 

was mostly perplexing, if also disgusting. When it 

encircled Randy’s neck, his puzzlement gave way to 

more pressing concerns.

As it turns out, that thing about your life flash-

ing before your eyes is no bullshit. His first day of 

school returned to him. He remembered his first 

crush, his first love, and even that girl at the mall 

who smiled at him that one time. The day at the 

lake and that layover in Charlotte. Little League. 

Airwolf. Jeff. Their asshole dad who left. He 
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remembered how rough that had been for Mom. 

He saw her card going in the mailbox and knew that 

no matter what hell he would catch on the other 

side, and no doubt there would be a lot, at least that 

one wouldn’t come back on him.

Randy was nearly in the weird, salivating eye/mouth 

thing when a sound interrupted his antemortem 

highlight reel. The beast hesitated in distraction as 

Randy pulled the ringing phone from his pocket 

and gestured with a combination of shoulder shrug 

and pinched, apologetic facial expression which 

together serve as the international sign for, “Sorry. 

I have to take this.” It was Mom.

At this, the demon released Randy and bellowed 

in terror, its tentacles flailing. This seemed like an 

over-reaction; Randy wasn’t exactly in the mood to 

deal with Mom right now, but he wasn’t freaking out 

over it. The thing showed no sign of shutting up, so 
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Randy ducked into the kitchen to take the call. The 

screaming stopped.

Randy peeked around the corner to see the creature 

peering back apprehensively, nervously shuffling its 

hooves. When Randy lifted the still-ringing phone, 

it resumed its screeching, giant eyeball locked in 

terror upon the device, or more specifically, on the 

glowing talisman on the screen. Oh, right.  

The hamsa. 

Cautiously, Randy inched forward. The scream-

ing increased in pitch and volume with every small 

step and reached crescendo as the demon vanished 

within billows of sulfurous smoke. The phone 

stopped ringing.

Randy initially assumed that the thing returned to 

the smoldering, foetid void from whence it came. 
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The slime trail leading out of the open front door 

indicated otherwise. His neighbors’ screams of fear 

and pain confirmed this. He locked the door and 

returned the call.

“Hey, Mom. Sorry I missed your.... Oh, you got 

it? Cool. Yeah, happy birthday. No. Yeah. No. Of 

course I remembered.”






